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Introduction

Universal legal identity is an important cross-cutting goal in the UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, and is a key component of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 16.9. Legal identity is often described as a right, yet in practice claiming the benefits associated with this right generally requires documentation that demonstrates or provides proof of one’s identity. In many contexts such documentary proof is necessary to access basic social services such as education, health care and social welfare benefits. In such cases, access to documentation is likely to be associated with improved development outcomes. As a result, documentation of legal identity will have important implications for the achievement of many of the other SDGs.

An important question for national and international actors working to design, implement, and monitor goal 16.9 is how to most accurately and effectively measure legal identity, and therefore track progress on the implementation of the goal. This report is a practical effort to address this question for a global audience. We draw on recent research conducted in one national context, Kenya. Our analysis suggests that in order to fully monitor progress in providing universal legal identity, supplementary and regionally or country-specific indicators are necessary in addition to a global birth registration indicator. Our goal in this analysis is to contribute to the global conversation around goal 16.9, rather than speak to specific debates surrounding policies, initiatives or legislation in Kenya.

It is important to recognize that the push for a global goal on legal identity carries potential risks as well as benefits. One potential risk is that national governments, in an effort to demonstrate compliance with goal 16.9, may implement more formalized and thus potentially restrictive systems with respect to legal identity. This could, for example, make it more difficult for some individuals or groups to gain access to legal documentation. Or worse, it could provide the opportunity for some states to limit or restrict the status of certain groups or individuals. Another potential concern is that more formalized registration systems could increase the extent to which states make access to basic services conditional on citizenship or possession of particular forms of documentation. This could lead to worse development outcomes, especially among vulnerable populations.

Similarly, the effort to construct and implement specific measures tracking legal identity also carries potential risks as well as benefits. It is extremely difficult to construct a measure of legal identity that represents the different legal, political and social realities of over 200 countries in the international system. Thus any single measure to track the implementation of goal 16.9 will inevitably shed light on some challenges and obscure others. As we show in this paper, a measure of birth registration, on its own, would provide a limited and inaccurate picture of who in Kenya has documentary proof of legal identity and who does not. Creating an additional global indicator is not the solution because an appropriate measure for Kenya
would not necessarily be appropriate for many other national contexts. Rather, supplementary country-specific indicators are necessary to provide a complete picture.

### Definitions of key terms

In this report, we use the following definitions:

**Legal identity**: “the recognition of a person’s existence before the law, facilitating the realization of specific rights and corresponding duties.”

**Legal documentation**: documents that are necessary for the enjoyment and exercise of one’s rights. This includes, but is not limited to, passports, personal identification documents, birth certificates and marriage certificates.

**Birth registration**: “the continuous, permanent and universal recording within the civil registry of the occurrence and characteristics of birth, in accordance with the national legal requirements.”

**Statelessness**: the status of stateless persons. The international legal definition of a “stateless person” is someone “who is not considered as a national by any State under the operation of its law.”

Systematic research that explores the multifaceted process of acquiring legal documentation remains limited. There is a small but growing body of research that tests the relationship between access to documentation, and the many socio-economic outcomes with which it is often linked. This report discusses new research conducted in Kenya by the authors, which aimed to contribute to these two bodies of literature. Our research focused on the Nubian community in Nairobi. Nubians in Kenya are a key community of interest for discussions of equitable access to legal documentation because they have historically been subjected to discriminatory practices during the application processes for national ID cards as well as passports. The Kenyan case affirms the central importance of universal access to legal documentation for development. It also suggests that measuring birth registration alone will be insufficient for monitoring progress on goal 16.9. We provide evidence from Kenya to make four core arguments:

- For people whose legal status lawfully entitles them to social services and political rights, documentation of that legal status matters for development. Evidence from Kenya strongly indicates that holding particular forms of legal documentation (in this case, birth certificates and national identity cards) is associated with better outcomes across a range of development goals. These include access to employment and
economic wellbeing, access to justice, political engagement, and access to services such as health care and education.

• There may be no reason to assume a link between birth registration or birth certification \textit{on their own}, and core development outcomes. A birth certificate is not always the core document necessary to establish citizenship, claim rights, and access various services. In Kenya, a national identity card issued at age 18, rather than a birth certificate, is the necessary document to access many services and exercise rights.\textsuperscript{10} In addition, a birth registration measure will exclude children and adults who are past the point for birth registration but may still lack legal identity and/or legal documentation.

• Even when groups hold legal documentation at relatively equal rates, this can still mask serious inequities in \textit{gaining access} to that documentation. Our research demonstrates that some groups face discriminatory treatment in the documentation process. Such patterns of discrimination may have real impacts on individuals’ lives and aspirations, even if they do not result in differential rates of documentation across identity groups.\textsuperscript{11} A single indicator such as rates of birth registration may not capture important forms of discriminatory treatment, particularly those that emerge in the process of attaining documentation.

• Taken together, our findings indicate that supplementary and regionally or country-specific measures of access to documentation will be necessary to accurately monitor whether legal identity is truly universal.

The report proceeds in five sections. Section 1 outlines the rationale for legal identity’s inclusion in the 2030 Agenda, and situates Kenya’s legal identity system. Section 2 maps the connections between legal identity and core development outcomes, and draws on new survey data to test these associations in the Kenyan context. Section 3 analyzes the barriers to acquiring legal documentation, and presents evidence on the sometimes-subtle effects of discriminatory policies. Section 4 returns to the SDG legal identity target, assesses potential challenges for its implementation, and looks at the implications of the Nubian study for monitoring goal 16.9. Section 5 concludes.

1. Legal identity in the 2030 development agenda: situating the Kenyan case

The Millennium Declaration framed international development efforts from 2000-2015 around a set of core ethical principles. Among these was equality: “no individual and no nation must be denied the opportunity to benefit from development.”\textsuperscript{12} While the Declaration acknowledged the challenges faced by vulnerable groups, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) did not attempt to address discrimination or deprivation that could impede equal access to development (with the important exception of gender-based discrimination). In contrast, a primary goal of the new 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development is to “leave no-one behind,” and the target for the universal access to legal
identity is important to this overall objective. Attention has focused on birth registration as a quantifiable, globally comparable measure of progress towards the provision of legal identity. However, policy analysts have pointed out inequities in historically marginalized groups’ access to legal identity and documentation. In these cases, effective measures must go beyond birth registration, in order to track whether individuals and groups have access to the range of documentation that enables them to fully and equally participate in society.13

The case of Kenya illustrates the challenges that arise from legacies of discrimination, in combination with the complex national systems that govern the provision of legal documentation. The Kenyan context highlights the potential barriers to achieving universal legal identity that will go undetected if the monitoring of SDG 16.9 is undertaken using a single measure like birth registration. In Kenya, as in many other countries, a national identity card (ID card) is most often the necessary piece of documentation that is required to demonstrate citizenship and access goods and services. A national ID card is necessary to be admitted to the hospital, to enroll in university, to vote, to open a bank or mobile money account, to get married, get a passport, and attain many other basic services. Kenyan law grants citizenship to anyone who has at least one parent (mother or father) who is a Kenyan citizen. The constitution and the relevant legislation do not require birth registration for citizenship to be transmitted, though in practice birth registration may be critical to prove the facts on which the right to citizenship is based – that is, in the Kenyan case, the identity of the parents. However, a birth certificate showing that a child was registered at birth is necessary but not sufficient to acquire an ID card at a later date. Kenyan law also provides the officials responsible for processing ID applications with significant discretion to defer or deny applications, or to burden applicants with additional requirements for documentation, such as parents’ or grandparents’ birth or death certificates, signed affidavits from local chiefs or tribal elders, school leaving certificates, and baptismal or madrassa certificates.14 This discretion has enabled pervasive discrimination to be practiced against certain ethnic groups, such as Nubians, Somalis, and other groups.

As we will show, the case of Kenya provides evidence of the link between access to legal documentation and core development and governance outcomes. It also provides a cautionary note regarding the limits of formalizing registration systems to resolve inequity. Doing so may provide the opportunity for states to formally restrict some individuals’ access to documentation and proof of citizenship, thereby limiting access to their rights. When Kenya adopted advanced new “second generation” national ID cards in 1995, the government required all “first generation” ID card holders to reapply for new ID cards. This reapplication process provided an opportunity for the government to apply a discriminatory practice known as vetting (described in greater detail in section 3 below) to members of the Nubian, Somali and other marginalized communities in order to attain second generation ID cards.15 The transition to second generation ID cards allowed the government in many cases to confiscate first generation ID cards and deny access to second generation ID cards.16
The findings that we present in this report draws on qualitative and quantitative research conducted in Kibera, Kenya in February, April and May 2015. Kibera is a large and densely populated urban informal settlement of approximately 250,000 people in central Nairobi. It is also the historical home of the Nubian community in Kenya. There are no official statistics on the size of the Nubian population in Kenya. Estimates place the total population at 20,000-30,000 people, approximately half of whom are in Nairobi (and further, the majority of those in Nairobi reside in Kibera). The research included an original population survey, designed to compare access to legal documentation across similarly situated households, and to explore the link between access to documentation and core development and governance outcomes. The survey interviewed 1,179 adult respondents (aged 18 or older) in Kibera, of which 624 were Nubian and 555 were non-Nubian. A discussion of the survey methodology, including sampling, field implementation, and human subjects protections, is described in an annex to this document. The questionnaire included a range of indicators designed to measure many aspects of the application process for various forms of legal documentation, as well as measures designed to track development outcomes and political participation. The analysis below presents comparisons between people with varying degrees of documentation: those without birth certificates or national ID cards; those with only birth certificates, those with only ID cards, and those with both documents. It also disaggregates by ethnic identity, in order to illustrate the scale and impact of discriminatory policies in the application process for legal documentation.

2. Legal identity matters for development outcomes

Our survey results suggest that holding documentation that demonstrates legal identity is linked to access to basic services like education. In Kibera, we find that lifetime educational attainment varies by documentation. Table 1 presents the highest level of education attained by survey respondents, cross-tabulated with respondents’ access to birth certificates and national ID cards. As Table 1 shows, individuals with both birth certificates and ID cards have higher secondary and post-secondary completion rates, while those who lack documentation altogether have lower levels of attainment. In short, being “fully documented” is associated with attaining more years of education. Although the nature of our survey prevents us from making causal claims, our interview data indicates current practice in schools comports with government policy: a birth certificate is necessary to attend primary school and sit a school-leaving exam in order to graduate, and a national ID card is necessary to enroll in university.
Documentation that demonstrates legal identity can also be necessary for full and equal participation in economic life. In many countries, people without legal documentation are unable to work in the formal economy, and are more likely instead to earn livelihoods informally, without legal protections and often at a lower wage. In the case of Kenya, a national ID card is required to lawfully work in the formal labor market, and our survey results demonstrate that labor market participation is clearly linked to legal documentation. Table 2 presents data demonstrating that respondents with ID cards are more likely to be engaged in work for pay. Again, it is important to note that we do not make causal claims here, and the relationship between accessing national ID cards and work for pay may be
endogenous. At the time of the survey, over half of those who currently have an ID card report working for pay, while under one-third of people who do not hold a national ID card report working for pay.

In many national contexts, access to legal documentation also has a clear and direct link to political participation. Different forms of legal documentation are often required in order to vote in elections, and to claim legal and political rights. In Kenya, many forms of political participation are contingent on possession of a national ID card. An ID card or passport are required to lawfully vote, and in many cases an ID card is necessary to enter a government building or meet with government officials. Our survey results (Table 3) demonstrate that reported voting rates among people in Kibera who hold an ID card greatly exceed rates among the undocumented. This association may again be endogenous: politically active individuals may also be more likely to apply for a national ID card.

The survey data also show that forms of political engagement beyond voting are also linked to documentation. In Kenya, constituents sometimes contact their Members of Parliament (MPs) to seek assistance with problems, ranging from seeking employment, to assistance enrolling a relative in school, to addressing government fees or fines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently working for pay</th>
<th>No birth certificate or ID</th>
<th>Only birth certificate, no ID</th>
<th>Only ID, no birth certificate</th>
<th>Both birth certificate and ID</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.62%</td>
<td>9.45%</td>
<td>31.01%</td>
<td>50.91%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70.27%</td>
<td>69.51%</td>
<td>47.58%</td>
<td>48.73%</td>
<td>51.15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.82%</td>
<td>4.34%</td>
<td>35.76%</td>
<td>56.08%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29.73%</td>
<td>30.49%</td>
<td>52.42%</td>
<td>51.27%</td>
<td>48.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>1,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.28%</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>53.44%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In many national contexts, access to legal documentation also has a clear and direct link to political participation. Different forms of legal documentation are often required in order to vote in elections, and to claim legal and political rights. In Kenya, many forms of political
participation are contingent on possession of a national ID card. An ID card or passport are required to lawfully vote, and in many cases an ID card is necessary to enter a government building or meet with government officials. Our survey results (Table 3) demonstrate that reported voting rates among people in Kibera who hold an ID card greatly exceed rates among the undocumented. This association may again be endogenous: politically active individuals may also be more likely to apply for a national ID card.

The survey data also show that forms of political engagement beyond voting are also linked to documentation. In Kenya, constituents sometimes contact their Members of Parliament (MPs) to seek assistance with problems, ranging from seeking employment, to assistance enrolling a relative in school, to addressing government fees or fines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voted in last general election</th>
<th>No birth certificate or ID</th>
<th>Only birth certificate, no ID</th>
<th>Only ID, no birth certificate</th>
<th>Both birth certificate and ID</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.76%</td>
<td>18.18%</td>
<td>16.46%</td>
<td>51.6%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75.68%</td>
<td>90.24%</td>
<td>17.05%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>34.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.33%</td>
<td>1.04%</td>
<td>42.23%</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24.32%</td>
<td>9.76%</td>
<td>82.95%</td>
<td>66.67%</td>
<td>65.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>1,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.28%</td>
<td>6.96%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>53.44%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Survey results (Table 4) indicate that while only a minority of respondents report having contacted their MP in the previous 12 months for help in resolving a problem, contact rates rise with levels of documentation, and are highest—approximately 15 percent—among the fully documented. Having a national ID card may facilitate access, or give people confidence to seek meetings with officials.
Table 4: Rates of Contact in previous 12 months with Members of Parliament (frequency, row percentage, column percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No birth certificate or ID</th>
<th>Only birth certificate, no ID</th>
<th>Only ID, no birth certificate</th>
<th>Both birth certificate and ID</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>No</strong></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>1,029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.71%</td>
<td>7.39%</td>
<td>33.82%</td>
<td>52.09%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>93.24%</td>
<td>93.83%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>86.45%</td>
<td>88.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yes</strong></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>31.39%</td>
<td>61.31%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.76%</td>
<td>6.17%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>13.55%</td>
<td>11.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>74</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>1,166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.35%</td>
<td>6.95%</td>
<td>33.53%</td>
<td>53.17%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Documentation and discrimination

People may face multiple challenges in accessing legal documentation. These emerge from the fact that even if legal identity is articulated as a right, accessing proof of legal identity is a complex bureaucratic process that generally requires some form of registration and the issuance of official documentation.

In many countries, people lack access to documentation that demonstrates their legal identity because the state does not have the administrative capacity to consistently and universally record birth and deaths, or administer the necessary registration and documentation systems. Gaps in legal identity arising from bureaucratic weakness can be particularly acute in countries that have experienced violent conflict, or where ongoing subnational violence or instability limits the reach of state administrative systems.

Gaps in nationality laws can also leave individuals at risk of statelessness. Contested jurisdictional claims over territory, or the transfer of territory between states, may leave the nationality of specific identity groups in dispute. Other groups, especially those living in contested border areas, may have difficulty accessing registration and documentation systems. Governments may also deny their access to these systems because of disagreement over which state administers the territory where they live. Migratory groups often face similar challenges, as states may contest their right to citizenship and its benefits.
Groups may also face discriminatory practices in attaining documentation of their legal status. These range from acute forms of discrimination such as the selective de-nationalization of individuals or groups, to more subtle—yet no less abusive—practices that pose substantial, sometimes insurmountable burdens on marginalized identity groups. Multiple barriers to legal identity are often present simultaneously. In particular, weak administrative systems for civil registration and documentation can mask—and sometimes accentuate—discriminatory and exclusionary practices and gaps in the law, by creating ambiguity and arbitrariness in the documentation process.

In Kenya, a 2015 report by the Office of the Ombudsman in the Commission on Administrative Justice declared a crisis in the issuance of legal documentation and provided evidence of widespread discrimination. Discrimination is particularly acute for some ethnic groups. Some, including Nubians and ethnic Somalis, have since the late 1980s faced a discriminatory practice called “vetting.” Vetting consists of formal interview processes and committee hearings in which the applicant is required to answer questions and provide evidence of citizenship.

In the case of Nubians, tribal elders are required to vouch that Nubian individuals are in fact members of the local community. Nubians are required to attend vetting committee hearings at which local bureaucratic officials as well as members of the national security services may ask any questions of the applicant they deem appropriate. Officials are also free to require applicants (or their legal guardians) to reappear before additional committee hearings and provide any further documentation they may wish to see. The vetting process generally entails multiple stages, all of which increase opportunities for delay, corruption, and arbitrary influence by bureaucratic officials over the documentation process, and may impact the ability of an applicant to acquire documentation.

The critical point for this report is that important forms of discrimination such as vetting may be not observable even through differential rates of birth registration disaggregated by identity group, income, or region. In the case of Kenya, Nubians in Kibera demonstrate roughly comparable rates of access to national ID cards as non-Nubians in Kibera. However, survey data provide clear evidence of discriminatory practices targeted at Nubians. Our data show that Nubians report being subjected to the burdensome process of vetting at dramatically higher rates than non-Nubians. As Table 5 shows, nearly half of Nubians who have applied for a national ID record having been vetted (in their most recent application for a national ID card), as compared to only 7.4 percent of non-Nubians. The selective application of vetting constitutes a significant burden on the Nubian community in terms of time and financial resources, and has created broad perceptions of group-based discrimination.
Table 5: Vetting rates, by ethnicity (frequency, row percentage, column percentage)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vetted</th>
<th>non-Nubian</th>
<th>Nubian</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>59.25%</td>
<td>40.75%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>92.72%</td>
<td>52.94%</td>
<td>70.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.38%</td>
<td>88.62%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.28%</td>
<td>47.06%</td>
<td>29.02%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>1,120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.36%</td>
<td>54.64%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our survey also provides evidence that Nubians experience a more burdensome vetting process than members of other groups who are required to go through vetting (Table 6). Nubians who experience vetting in the ID card process on average report having to provide roughly 4.5 supporting documents, while non-Nubians who experience vetting in the ID card process on average report having to provide at least three (3.6) documents.

Table 6: Average number of vetting documents required

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-Nubian</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubian</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Average time in weeks to receipt of ID documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-Nubian</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nubian</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>17.76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>520</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is not uncommon for vetting committees to require Nubians to return for multiple rounds of committee hearings: 38.8 percent of Nubians who report being vetted say that they have had to attend two or more vetting committee meetings. Nubians also report experiencing far greater delays in attaining their documents, which can lead to missed employment opportunities or limits on the right to vote and exercise other rights and benefits of citizenship. As the data in Table 7 show, Nubians report a nearly 18 week lag in the delivery of their ID cards, as opposed to an average of just over 10 weeks for non-Nubians.

4. Lessons for Design and Implementation of Goal 16.9

A key implication of the complex challenges surrounding legal identity for the SDGs is that the practical implementation of the legal identity target at a national level will vary widely across countries. For some countries, the challenge will be to improve bureaucratic and technical capacity for civil registration. Many will also have to address complex histories, reform laws governing nationality and legal residency, and confront deeply embedded discriminatory practices. By extension, the impact of Goal 16.9 will vary widely as well, both across countries and across social groups impacted by changing access to legal status.

Current discussion has focused on the indicator for goal 16.9: universal birth registration for those 5 and under. Birth registration is a useful and important indicator because it is necessary for the construction of vital statistics systems, and because it is a right embedded in international law. However, birth registration on its own is an insufficient measure of legal identity. Universal birth registration cannot create universal or equitable access to documentation that demonstrates legal identity, nor can it guarantee socio-economic and political development outcomes linked to legal identity. There are three primary reasons for this.

The link between birth registration and outcomes associated with development and political participation varies widely across countries. Access to birth registration is a right embedded in international law, but its practical implications for people’s quality of life and access to opportunity depends upon local legal and political contexts. In some countries, birth registration firmly establishes citizenship. In others, particularly countries that have jus sanguinis citizenship (citizenship through parentage), registration of birth is not in itself proof of citizenship, although it may still be necessary in order to acquire other forms of documentation. Equally, the degree to which birth registration unlocks access to goods and services such as education, health care and other social services varies widely. In many countries, multiple registration and documentation frameworks govern access to different types of services and rights.

Equal rates of birth registration can still mask deep inequities in accessing legal documentation. Many groups continue to face discriminatory practices in accessing legal
Discriminatory practices in the application process for legal identity documents can place a heavy burden on some groups, even when their overall rates of documentation appear comparable to other similarly situated groups. As we discuss below, for this reason it is important that systems for monitoring Goal 16.9 include metrics capable of detecting prejudicial treatment.

*Universal birth registration of children aged five and under will not resolve the challenges facing people who currently lack documentation.* The millions of children and adults who already lack legal documentation may be left out of reforms that focus exclusively on birth registration. Many of those who are currently undocumented are among the most socially vulnerable, and most at risk of being left behind if their outcomes and needs are not tracked, measured, and improved. In short, legal identity should, like many of the other core SDGs, be conceptualized and measured as a “zero-based” goal: one which will only be considered completed when all people have access to legal identity.45

Close attention to the design and strengthening of registration and documentation systems at the national level will be critical, if the intent of the legal identity target is to be met. As noted in the introduction, the potential for risks as well as benefits in articulating and implementing a legal identity goal are very real. In each national context, it will be important to study whether birth registration enables access to other forms of documentation that may be essential for demonstrating legal identity and accessing services.46 Attention should also be paid to identifying and exposing discriminatory or arbitrary practices that create inequity in accessing legal documentation. Disaggregated registration data can play an important role in doing so, but is insufficient on its own.

In addition to capturing birth registration rates, supplementary and regionally or country-specific indicators tracking goal 16.9 could measure rates of documentation across other forms of legal identification that provide access to benefits or facilitate the exercise of political, legal, and human rights. Such measures should not focus attention on other forms of legal documentation to the exclusion of the global birth registration indicator.47 They should rather provide additional data on access to other critical forms of documentation relevant to the local context, as well as discriminatory practices. This information will be essential for monitoring the progress of goal 16.9 implementation for all groups in society, as well as progress for children and adults who are currently without documentation that demonstrates their legal identity.

Regionally or country-specific indicators could be accomplished through national censuses or other periodic representative population surveys. At present, only UNICEF’s Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys (MICS) systematically generate data on birth registration rates for children under age 5, while the possession of other forms of legal identity is tracked by only some national censuses.48 National surveys such as the MICS and USAID-supported Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) could include indicators tracking household
documentation, in order to draw inferences about the linkages between documentation and key health and socio-economic outcomes. Regional barometers such as the Afrobarometer or the Latinobarómetro could include questions about access to legal documentation in order to assess the relationship between legal identity, legal documentation and measures of political engagement other perception-based measures already included in these surveys. Regional or national surveys assessing specific issues, such as education, maternal health, or access to credit could also include a consistent set of questions to generate national “snapshots” and identify associations between legal identity, access to legal documentation, and key development outcomes. To accomplish these goals, the sampling designs for such surveys will need to be calibrated so as to provide a representative measure of documentation rates among marginalized and vulnerable populations.

As with other SDG metrics, it will be important to tailor these measures to the national context. In countries with multiple forms of legal documentation, multiple indicators will be needed. In Kenya, our research provides support for including distinct indicators to track rates of birth registration, coverage of the population with birth certificates, and rates of national ID card acquisition, as well as survey-based indicators documenting arbitrary or abusive practices such as vetting, which would make visible ongoing discrimination in the application process.

5. Conclusions

The inclusion of access to legal identity in the SDG framework is a major step forward. Universal access to legal identity has critical implications for peoples' access to basic public services, economic opportunities, and ability to participate in governance. However, calls to measure and monitor legal access to identity through birth registration rates alone risk further marginalizing those who currently lack legal identity, and ignores the fact that different forms of identity govern access to public goods and exercise rights in different countries. As discussions over SDG 16.9 move towards nationally-tailored implementation and monitoring frameworks, it will be important to emphasize and measure equality of access to nationally relevant forms of legal identity, rather than birth registration alone. This will require that assessments of progress incorporate diverse perspectives including registration outcomes and equity in registration processes.

The new evidence from Kenya outlined in this policy report highlights both the clear link between legal identity and core development outcomes, as well as the importance of other forms of documentation that establish legal identity beyond birth registration in shaping access to services and political participation. The data also underline the impact of discriminatory practices in shaping access to legal identity: for the intent of the SDGs to be met, equality of access must also encompass equality of treatment and the elimination of discriminatory practices during the application process. As Goal 16.9 moves towards implementation, more research of this kind across a range of domestic contexts will be
needed on precisely how legal identity shapes access to development, and how contextual factors—social, institutional, legal—condition its effects.49
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